MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
TO YOUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Guiding Innovators
With over 30 years of experience, the RSF product line provides complete solutions for museums and
exhibitions and comprises the largest, most advanced, and most innovative range of audioguides
worldwide.

Basic

Revolutionary autonomy for
minimum operational costs
The Basic is designed with extreme power efficiency
in mind, giving it an exceptional and world-beating
autonomy of 4 months of regular daily usage. This
compares to 1 day for any competing product.
With no charging racks necessary, the Basic decreases
handling and staff requirements thus dramatically
reducing operating costs. The Basic is also lightweight,
simple to operate for visitors and is extremely reliable —
less than 3% failures per year. All this makes the Basic the
ideal product for most traditional tourist sites, both large
and small.
Introduced in 2003, the Basic is an extremely popular
solution that has already sold more than 70 000 units
around the world.
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XPerience
I nteractivity

made simple

The XPerience shares the Basic’s revolutionary low power
consumption technologies and adds hi-tech features,
such as bi-directional RF triggering, lip-accuratevideo
synchronisation,high quality stereo sound, and wireless
collection of usage statistics.
In short, the XPerience offers advanced technologies with
reduced operational costs and is thus the audioguide
of choice for budget-conscious sites with advanced
technical requirements.
Introduced in 2005, the XPerience has already sold more
than 30 000 units around the world.

Optima6
Multimedia « On-Demand »
The Optima6 (2013) is the latest and completely
remodelled version of RSF’s award-winning hands-free,
multimedia interactive audioguide, already installed in
hundreds of sites worldwide.
The Optima6 introduces new features never seen before
and is offered in two versions:

“Keypad” and “Point & Click®”
Unlike traditional audioguides, with the Optima6 the
visitors are offered multiple ways to enjoy their visits:
Hands-free, pointing at targets, using a Keypad, or a
combination of these.

XP2

The ultimate audioguide
The XP2 is RSF’s newest wand model (2013). It is the
most advanced audioguide on the market in terms
of features and technologies. It is designed to provide
personal guided tours while opening the possibilities
for a wide range of unique applications that were not
previously possible:
This includes complete interaction with PC applications
(Kiosks), wireless content update and statistics collection,
triggering and synchronising with videos, multi-channel
audio streaming, a digital tourguide system with up to
60 groups in parallel without any interference, and live
service messages.

The Optima6 has an extensive ability to interact with
the latest multimedia technologies. This allows for
seamless integration between audio, video, lighting,
and computer applications in ‘spectacular’ and ‘fullsensory’ visit experiences. In addition, the Optima6
integrates a digital tourguide system that opens the
door for applications never seen before.

Similar to the Basic and XPerience, the XP2 offers an
exceptional battery autonomy of more than twomonths which minimises handling and operational
costs. For extreme reliability, the XP2 has no external
connectors, and, as an option, can be fit with a “Magic
charge” system that charges an internal Li/Ion battery
without any physical contact.

The Optima6 is ideal for sites where the aim is to immerse
the visitors in special worlds using and interacting in a
variety of ways with the latest multimedia technologies.

The XP2 is the audioguide of choice for sites seeking
to have multimedia-rich/interactive visits while still
minimising handling and operational costs.

